foreword  I vividly recall entering FP3/W Gallery in New York and immediately confronting the horizontal barrier that initiated the experience of Sarah Oppenheimer’s installation, 554-S251 (2006). The gesture was audacious and its surface alluring. The structure was so well made and had such a high degree of finish that I wondered if the work had been done by an architect. The barrier forced me to set out on a path around a long, tube-like enclosure that I would later learn was in reality, a dimensionally deep hole. At the end of a maze-like journey, I found myself looking into a storage room that for some reason seemed utterly fascinating and surprising because the room had never been in my visual field when I traversed the gallery space. Recalling my path I felt I should be somewhere else. Then, only an instant later did I realize that in bodily feeling and psychological awareness, I was somewhere else. My movement through the installation and the destination I reached made me feel almost as if I had new skin – fragile and anew to be conscious of a new reality. Sarah Oppenheimer’s reconfiguration of architectural space produced a very real change in my consciousness, as well as a feeling of delight to be introduced to the mind of the person who had created it.

Since then I have seen many of Sarah Oppenheimer’s sculptural installations and I have felt the same in the presence of each. The simplicity and power of her works shock you into the present moment of which, you suddenly realize, you were oblivious. Sarah’s work initiates a perceptual change of time and space that feels almost like becoming aware of a 4th dimension. If I were to see Sarah’s works without having met her, I might toss a guess of scientist or psychologist into the mix of assumptions, but now, having worked closely with Sarah I know her to be an artist of the highest level.

When I invited Sarah to create an installation for Rice Gallery I knew that it would be one of the more complex projects we had undertaken, and it was by far the most ambitious, requiring the assistance of professionals on and off the Rice campus including architects, structural engineers, and numerous types of fabricators.

554-S251, 2006; installation detail, view from main gallery, FP3/W, New York
When Sarah arrived in February 2009 for her first site visit, she stepped into the gallery, and began pouring out her ideas. She spoke about the space like no other artist I have worked with, almost as if it were like putting in her mind, she inquired about blueprints, structural components and the materials of which Swell Hall was made as she assessed the space’s malleability. One idea would reveal the crawl space above the gallery by lowering the entire ceiling. Another idea required cutting a 4 x 8-foot hole in the rear wall of the gallery to expose a view of the sky, cutting a similar hole in a side wall to reveal activity in a gallery office, and the removal of a 35 x 5-foot panel from the front glass wall. Yet these were not wild notions, but seriously considered proposals. To my surprise, the Rice architect and contractor I had invited to be present seemed in awe of Sarah’s visionary thinking and were eager to help her make one of the ideas a reality. In the end, the projected costs of the projects made them impossible, but as I told Sarah, if we had had the money she could have done whatever she wanted.

D-17’s elegant form ascended from the right rear corner of the gallery, appeared to pass through the glass wall, and exited the building above the entryway. An open channel in the top of the form allowed a stream of natural light to flow in, and from the rear of the gallery one could look up the illuminated channel and see a framed view of treetops and sky. Standing in the gallery foyer and looking into the gallery through a viewing hole cut into the underside of the form, once could see the same view. The “D” in the installation’s name stands for this visual doubling.

I thank Sarah for one of the most extraordinary installations created at Rice Gallery, or for that matter, anywhere. We marveled at how Sarah proceeded with tireless good humor throughout the entire odyssey of conceiving, planning, and constructing D-17. Engineers, architects, and fabricators marveled at how she was able to do it, and even though we were aware of every detail, the flawless illusion of the massive form soaring through the glass wall still seemed miraculous. Sarah revealed something remarkable to us, something we had not known about time and space in relation to artistic forms. She swept away what had gone before to reveal an art form that was fresh, complete, and unfurled.

Kimberly Dawson
Director
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WORMHOLE: a hole that creates a visual and temporal shortcut through a set of discrete locations.

CINEMA HOLE: a hole through which an adjacent space appears as a projected image.
HORIZON HOLE. A hole that distorts the viewer’s perception of horizontal and vertical direction.

DIFFUSION HOLE. A hole that simultaneously diffuses direct light and illuminates an obscured lightline.
sarah oppenheimer on D-17

RG: How did your ideas for D-17 develop?
SO: D-17 developed in response to the specific ways in which daylight and vision pass through the glass wall and into Rice gallery. A light gradient extends from the public courtyard, through the lobby space, and into the deep recesses of the gallery. The dark gray glazing (glass) of the building façade filters the daylight as it enters the lobby space. A second glass wall between the lobby and gallery further diminishes light levels. I was interested in manipulating this light gradient through two complementary strategies: making holes in the glass walls and altering light levels transmitted through the space. The goal was to create a new light gradient nested within the first.

To do this, we removed a large piece of glazing over the center arch, directly above the building’s exterior doorway. This subtraction permitted a much brighter and cooler light to enter the building cavity. We then channeled that light as deep into the space as possible along a crease in the surface of D-17. The effect of this new light channel was to increase the light levels at certain points along the interior glazing and within the recesses of the gallery.

RG: What were the consequences of this play with light gradients?
SO: The change in light level allows the glass to function as both mirror and window—depending on the position of the viewer. When viewed from the lobby, the glass that bisects the light-channel becomes more reflective and acts as a mirror, while the less illuminated glass remains mostly transparent. When viewed from the gallery, the change in light levels heightens the transparency of the glass. From a certain position in the lobby, the reflection in the mirrored glass is identical to the view from the back corner of the gallery.

As the project developed, unexpected visual results occurred. The nighttime experience of the piece was far more interesting than I had anticipated. The building’s exterior wall was transformed from a highly reflective, black mirror during the day into a translucent and light-emitting plane at night, inverting the perceptual experience of the piece.
RG: Can you say a bit about the geometry of D-17?
SO: The continuity of the piece through the glass was developed so as to optically dissolve the glass barrier. Its geometry simultaneously erased the visual presence of the glass wall while using it to reflect specific sightlines. Its extendedness was an attempt to take it out of a very singular, object-like intervention into something that felt more like a space that you could be on top of or in a space that you could be underneath, a kind of mirror of the architecture you’re in.

RG: Your work plays with the conventions of architectural space. How does D-17 relate to past projects?
SO: An opening within built space can create an array of perceptual effects. Over the past several years, I have been interested in how holes function as catalysts for dispersion and flow between the cellular spaces of interior architecture. This hole-as-catalyst changes our perception and definition of interior space rather than acting as an object, or even as a non-object. My work has developed a series of discrete interventions into architectural planes, as well as a more generalizing Typology of Holes. This typology codifies the possibilities of a hole as a catalyst that blurs the rigid divisions of social and architectural space.

D-17 expands and elaborates upon previous interventions, and extends my ongoing development of a Typology of Holes. At Rice Gallery, the glass walls presented a new set of challenges. The semi-transparent surface of the glass walls rendered the discrete spatial zones of the gallery building visible. Light and sight passed through the boundary plane as a preexisting condition of the architectural site of the gallery. The challenge was to blur the occupant’s experience of the boundary by manipulating the transparency and reflectivity of this existing surface.

This manipulation was achieved through a double and intersecting hole. The first hole created a channel for the diffusion of direct light along a single axis. A second intersecting hole, inserted as an aperture in D-17’s lower surface, used the altered light levels created by the first hole to generate a reflected view to the exterior.

The aperture utilized in D-17 is now designated as a Diffusion Hole. A codified entry into the Typology of Holes, the Diffusion Hole expands on previous hole types. In past projects, holes functioned as manipulators of bodily perception and mnemonic cues. D-17, and Diffusion Holes more generally, form new openings in architectural space that divide light and sight along different vectors. This discontinuity of the axes of light and vision, works in tandem to illuminate otherwise unseen views. Holes combine to create new spatial and visual ruptures.
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